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An attempt to improve existing Reynolds-averaged models is given. In this method
called a zonal approach, the flow region dealt with is divided into several subregions.
Different sets of model constants are adopted in each subregion, leading to good
estimate of turbulence quantities.

I. Overview
The facts that nearly all flows of interest to

specifically to handle flows in complex geometries
and are an excellent choice for problems to which

engineers are turbulent, at least in part, and that the

they are applicable.

phenomena involved in turbulent flows are highly

difficulty is that the correlations used in integral

In this case, the principal

complex and nonlinear, give rise to the need for

methods need to be reworked each time a new

turbulence models. A wide range of models have
been proposed over the years; a classification

complication is added.
mental data

scheme for them was given by Bardina et al (1981).

considerable time.

A prime difficulty in turbulent flows arises from
the fact that they are neither entirely deterministic

method should be obvious.
In an attempt to fill this need, a number of one

This requires new experi·

(or, perhaps, new simulations)

and

The need for a more univeral

nor entirely chaotic. We believe that if either were

point closure models have been proposed and

the case, the turbulence problem would have yielded

developed over the past fifteen years.

to analysis by this time.

hoped that these models could be universal i.e. that

In fact, despite over a

It has been

hundred years of effort devoted to the problem, we

one model would suffice to predict all flows, but

are still a long way from having reliable methods of

there is no a priori reason why this should be the

predicting turbulent flows with satisfactory accu·

case.

racy.

point closure model can predict a wider range of

It has been demonstrated that a single one

Relatively simple flows, such as those in pipes and

flows than any correlation or integral method but

over flat surfaces, can be described entirely in terms
of one or, perhaps, a small number of parameters

complete universality has not been demonstrated

such as the Reynolds number based on a single
geometric length scale. For these, correlations can

sufficiently accurate universal model can be con·
structed. Indeed, we shall show below that such a

be developed and, when available, correlations are

model would need to be very complex and difficult

the best way to predict a turbulent flow. They are
not useful, however, for problems involving many

to use.
The variation in the physics of a flow from one

and, in the author's opinion, it is unlikely that a

parameters; unfortunately, nearly all problems in

region to another suggests that it might be wise to

high technology require several parameters to define

tie the modeling to the local physical nature of the

the geometry.

flow. That is, it may be useful to use one model in

Integral methods were developed

• Visiting Scientist (Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
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sity

a region that resembles a free shear flow and
another in a boundary layer -like region.

This

procedure simplifies the process of finding models
(and the models themselves) but requires a method
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of tieing the regions together. Finding methods for

destruction rate of the turbulent kinetic energy

these readjustments may be as difficult as finding
the models for the individual regions. In this paper

is apparently able tO handle this dual role in most
shear f10M′s

we shall show, for a few simple cases, how this
might be accomplished.

models was presented by Lee and Reynolds (1985)

II. The Case Against UniversalModeling
In the precedingsection,we stated an opinion that
the construction of universal models for turbulence
is improbable. Here, we would like to presentsome

Further evidence

against

present

lt

turbulence

They made full sirnulations of hOmogeneous floM/s
SubieCted to various types of irrOtational strain
ArnOng other things, they found that the nature of
the return to isotropy folloM′ing the remOval of the
strain depended on the type of strain to M/hich the

evidence for this statement. In particular, we shall
demonstrate some difficulties with the k-e and
Reynoldsstressmodels. The argumentwill be made

scribed entirely in terms of the anisOtrOpy of the

for homogeneousturbulent flows. It may be argued
that these flows are not representative of engineer-

variables inust be introduced intO the inodel,making

ing flows, but recent work by Rogers and Moin
(i986) has shown that the processof turbulence
production in homogeneousshear flow is essentially

floM′had been subiected

ln Other M′

relaxation tO isOtropy of the f10v′

Reynolds stress tensor

Ords, the
cannot be de‐

This means that more

it very complex. They suggested that a mOdel using
twenty two variables mlglat suffice but did not
construct a complete model of that type

Further‐

the same as that found in many inhomogeneous
shear flows. Although this is only one case, .,,re

more,there is nO guarantee this model、

た
。uld wOrk

believe that it validates the argument that a turbulence model ought to apply to homogeneousas well

tion

as inhomogeneousflows. We will deal with homogeneousflows becausethey are simpler.

choice betM′een correlations, integral methOds, and

Bardina et al

(1981) performed fuil simulations

for more complex floM/s M′ ithOut further mOdifica‐

Finally, it is irnportant to note that, just as the

one point c10sure methods may depend on the kind
of problem being solved, the adequacy of the k‑6

of isotropic turbulence subjected to solid body
rotation. In this flow the Reynolds stress tensor

model may depend On the prOblem tO which it is

remains isotropic and the k-e

tions, accuracy of less than a fe、

and Reynoldsstress

being applied.

In many high techno10gy applica‐
r percent is

models are essentiallyidentical. The standard k-e
model predicts no effect of rotation on the rate of

many environmental floM′

decay of turbulence while numerical simulations

thirty percent may be considered adequate accuracy.

necessary while, in other applications, including
predictions, twenty or

clearly show that the decay rate is reduced under

The latter applications demand far less fronl a

the influence of rotation.

model and may even permit construction of a '

This effect may be

accounted for by adding a term to the model
dissipationequation.

universal' mOdeli this is an Open question at the
present tiine.

In any case, it is important to state

The situation is even more serious for isotropic

the desired accuracy prior to ch00sing a mOdel

turbulence subjected to uniform compression i this
case was consideredby Wu et al (1985) . Again

attention on mOdels designed for high accuracy

the Reynolds stress tensor remains isotropic but the
length scales of the turbulence are reduced by the

ln the remainder Of this paper, M/e shall put
By

considering the most challenging applications of
turbulence mOdels M′ e shall autOmatically obtain

action of the compression; this may be a consequence of the low Reynolds numbers used but the

models adequate for the easier cases.

The models

effect appears to be independent of Reynolds
number over the range studied. At the same time

demanding applications it may be possible to get by

may be mOre complex than necessary for the less

v′
ith silmpler models.

ヽヽ
Fe shall alsO assume im‐

the dissipation is reduced becausethe viscosity is

plicitly that numerical methods Of sufficient accu‐

decreasedduring the compression. In this case, the

racy are applied to the problem. There is nO point

k-e

model fails becausethe dissipationcannot play

the dual role of determiner of the lensth scale and
e

in discussing the accuracy Of a turbulence mOdel if
the numerical errors dOnlinate the effect of the
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The definitions of the zones are not known a
priori i.e. it is not known how much change in the

lt is important to note that many published

calculations used inadequate numbers of grid points
so that their conclusions v7ith respect to turbulence
models must be regarded with suspicion.

flow is required to demand labeling as a separate
zone. Indeed, some of the zone definitions turn out
to be surprising while regions that intuition suggests
should be separate zones turn out to be welL

IⅡ
. 丁h e Z o n a l S t r a t e g y
The strategy vre shall adopt with respect to
turbulence modeling M′ as outlined above. ヽ Ve shall

represented by a single model. In constructing the
models,we must let the data speak for itself.
The zonal strategy provides some immediate
benefits. In the construction of turbulence models
intended to be universal, it is necessaryto use data

regard a floM′ as a collection of'zone'each of v/hich
has some distinct physical characteristics. ヽ Ve hope
tO be able to define a number Of 'pure' zones with

from a variety of different flows in setting the
constants. Indeed, this gives these models the

distinct characteristics The best、 vay to define such
zones is by means of flov′ s containing only a single

ability to handle a range of flows. On the other
hand, if the argument that different zones require
'
models is correct, this procedure aiso introduces

e shall call these'simple'turbulent flows as
zone; 、 ′
distinguished form the more interesting 'complex'
floM/s that may contain many zones.
To clari″

産

thiS nOtion, consider a moderately

complex flo、 7 such as the tM′ o dilllensional floM′

contaminaiton'i.e. unwantedinformation from other
zones,into the model for each particular zone. The

channel,there are tv′ o attached boundary layers and

zonal strategy, by insisting on separate models for
each zone, should produce more accurate models for

a potential floM′ (or, perhaps, a fully developed

each zone.

plane channel flo、 /). the separation at the step face

The zonal strategy is not without disadvantages
and is open to criticism on at least two important
points. First, by allowing different models or model

behind a backward faciang step

ln the entry

produce a free shear layer and a recirculation region
belov′it. Then there is a reattachment region v7hich
leads to a ne、′boundary layer
the boundary layer faces

an

step v/all

On the no―

adverse pressure

constants in each zone, it increases the number of
constants in the model. Clearly, given enough

contains several zones including ones M/hich closely

freedom, almost any model can fit a variety of
flows. Second, the number of readjustments is

resemble mixing layers, attached boundary layers,

greater than the number of'pure' zones. Indeed,the

and potential flov′ l in addition, there are separa‐

number of possibile readjustment is approximately
one-half the square of the number of zones.

gradient and may or may not separate. This flov′

tion, reattachment, and recirculation zones.

Thus,

These criticisms should be answered. Final
answers cannot be provided at present. For now, we
merely want to argue that the strateg'y is worth
pursuing. The best answer we can give to the first

this relatively siinple flov/ contains many of the
elements found in far more complex floM′

s

The zonal method begins by establishing models
for each pure zone and then proceeds to the

argument is that the complexity of turbulence
phenomenademandscompiexiaty in their modeling.

construction of methods of connecting the zones.
Although the zonal concept can be applied to any

model as the base from v/hich to begin This choice

We hope to approach the construction of these
models in a logical and systematic manner, adding

a1loM/s maxilnum advantage to be taken of M7ork

complexity only

done within the past fifteen years and allov/s use of

Furthermore, we support attempts to construct new
types of models and hope that useful models of

type of turbulence model, ヽ

ε

ve ttall adopt the k―

many codes M/hich have been written to solve the
equations of fluid mechanics、

/ith the k‑6 mOdel

lt

has been cho∝ n in preference to the Reynolds stress
or algebraic models because the latter have yet to
display a suffiCient advantage v′ ith respect to the k
―c model to vrarrant the additional complication
they introduce

when absolutely necessary.

some generality construct ne\i/ types of models and
hope that useful models of some generality will be
developed. On the second point of the preceding
paragraph, we note that the zonal strategy makes
senseonly if the readjustment regions can be treated
with simple models. The indication to date is that
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this is possibleand we must hope that this remains

homogeneous floM/s cOuld be fit by this type of

the case in the future.

model
B.Free Shear Flows

IV. Achievementsto Date

The next simplest floM′ s after the homogeneous
floM′
s are free shear floM′ s 、′
hiCh are tv′ o diinen‐

Work on the construction of zonal models was
begun approximately three years ago and the results

sional in the mean

are encouraging enough to warrant further work on

but only a fev′、
″ell knoM/n ones have been measured

the approach. In view of the large number of
possible zones and readjustments, the task ahead is

turbulence modeling

〜

Iany such floM′s are possible

in sufficient detail to provide a data base fOr
These include iets (both intO

威ill fluid and coflowing streams), Wakes, and

large and constructionof a set of models capable of
handling the wide variety of engineeringflows (let

nlixing layers

alone those in other fields) will reouire considerable

versions of iets andヽ
Vakes have been studied.

Both planar and axisynllnetric

It has been knoM/n for some tiine that the

time and effort.
A. HomogeneousFlows
The first flows considered were the homogeneous

standard k― ―c model is capable of predicting the
planar iet iSuing into still fluid quite accurately but
that it does not perfom as、 /ell for the far field Of

turbulent flows. This choice was dictated by the
desire for a quick test of the concept of zonal

the wake or for jets with co―

modeling. As the statistical state of a homogeneous

This stlggests that it lllight be possible tO ilnprOve

flow is independentof the spatial coordinates and

the predictions by intrOducing a zonal type mOdel

depends only on time, its state can be described by
ordinary differential equations and testing is greatly

construct the models for them.

simplified.

Unfortunately, homogeneousflows do

flowing free―streams.

The first problem is tO ch00se the zones and
The momentum

integral equation can be used as a guide lt suggests

not obey the Boussinesq relationship between the

that the near and far fields should be treated

Reynolds stress and the applied strain and therefore

differently

require a model of the Reynolds stress type. We are

adequate and, in accordance、

thus commiting a minor violation of one of the
principles set out above.

only necessary changes be made, it is adopted fOr

In order to apply the zonal concept to homogene'

this zone.

For the near field,the standard model is
vith the principle that

Fitting the far field requires changes tO

two constants in the k― c model Again,a first order

ous flows, it was assumedthat each flow begins as

lag readiustment betv′ een the near and far field

isotropic turbulencei this is the case in nearly all
experiments and full turbulence simulations perfor-

zones was adopted.

med to date.

reachesa fully developedstate in which the struc-

planar f10ws including the free iet, Several co
―f10M/ing ietS and the nlixing layer and predicted all

ture of the Reynolds stress tensor does not change

ithin the experimental uncertainty
Of theln tO M″

with time, in this state, the Reynoldsstresstensor is
simply the product of the turbulent kinetic energy

f10ws This is due to stretching of the ring vortices

and a constant tensor which depends on the nature

in the near field of the flo、

of the applied strain. It is not known whether this
flows (they
assumptionis valid for all homogeneous

significant change in the nature of the turbulence

have not been allowed to develop long enough) but

fOr any of the axisymlnetric free shear flows

We further assumed that the flow

The modified mOdel Mras applied to a variety of

An additional strain is introduced in axisylninetric

v and results in a

As a result,the standard k― εmodel is nOt accurate

it appears to be a reasonablebasis for a simple

Hov′ever, 、
ve found that, in the far field, the far

model.

field model for planar f10M/s、 vorks quite well.

One then regards the isotropic state as the initial

By

folloM′
ing the derivatiOn Of the mOdel carefully, v7e

zone and the fully developed state as a second zone.

v′
ere able to locate the deficiency in the mOdel to

Interest centers on the readjustment from the first

correct it by changing a single constnt.

zone to the second. Simpie first order lag models
were used for this purpose and rr"ere found to

order lag to connect the near and far fields sufficed
to produce a model capable of predicting the

perform adequately. Indeed, all of the data for

axisymmetric free shear flows

10
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We believe that the zonal concept provides a
logical framework within vrhich accurate and useful
turbulence models can be developed. It is an
engineering approach (as to the more scientific
approach taken by researcherslooking for universal
models) but it offers the possibility of yielding

model.
C Other Flows
The k― c model M′ orks very M′ ell for the turbulent
boundary layer on a flat plate

HoM′

ever, v/hen

models with the desired accuracy within a reasonable time.

We support the search for better

additional strains such as pressure gradients or

universal-type models but recommend the zonal

cun/ature are added, the

approach in the absence of such a model. Indeed,
improved general purpose models would also ease

degradё d

accuracy

is seriously

This suggests that a zonal type of model

lnight be useful. The authors'group is looking into

the task of zonal modeling.

such models and the early indication is that zonal
modeling will fare as、 ren in the boundary layer as

Finally, we want to reiterate the point that
accurate numerical methods are a necessaryprelimi-

in the free由 ear f10v/s.

nary to the accurate simulation of turbulent fiows

Our group is also 100king at the application Of

with any model.

zonal modeling to the backM/ard facing step prOb‐
lem.
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